


What Is a Vet?

A vet is someone who looks after 
animals. These animals might be 
poorly or injured. A vet is like a 
doctor for animals.



What Does a Vet Do?

A vet has to do lots of different things. These include:

checking that animals are healthy;
giving poorly animals injections or medicine;
doing tests on animals to check what is wrong;
doing operations on poorly animals;
teaching people how to look after their animals.

“Austin Community College Vet Tech Program” by [Austin Community College] is licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/accdistrict/15641785888
https://www.flickr.com/photos/accdistrict/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/


What Is a Veterinary Nurse?

A veterinary nurse is someone 
who helps a vet. 

Like the vet, they also look 
after poorly or injured animals.



What Does a Veterinary Nurse Do?

A veterinary nurse also does lots of 
different things. These include:

looking after animals that are 
being kept at the vet’s surgery;
feeding and walking animals;
doing tests on animals to check 
what is wrong;
helping the vet with operations;
teaching people how to look after 
their animals;
giving medicine to poorly animals.

“Payton” by [thegoinggreenboutique] is licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/thegoinggreenboutique/2476884118
https://www.flickr.com/photos/thegoinggreenboutique/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/


What Is a Zoo Vet?
A zoo vet is a vet that works 
only in a zoo. 

Zoo vets have to be very careful 
because they sometimes work 
with dangerous, wild animals.

They help the other zoo workers 
to take care of the animals and 
make sure the animals are 
staying healthy.

They sometimes also work with 
people all over the world to find 
out more about wild animals 
and what special care they 
might need.

"Sharp-shinned Hawk receiving treatment” by [dobak], “Army veterinarians, an ill tiger cub and a zoo in Iraq” by [The U.S. Army] are licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/dobak/71981915
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dobak/71981915
https://www.flickr.com/photos/soldiersmediacenter/4476089887
https://www.flickr.com/photos/soldiersmediacenter/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/


How Do You Become a Vet?

You need to work hard at 
school, especially in science. 
Then, you need to go to 
university where you will learn 
how to be a vet.

Spending some time working 
with animals (such as on a 
farm) will also give you lots of 
good experience.



What Skills Does a Vet Need?

Most vets love animals. They 
need to be caring too.

Vets also need to know a lot 
of information about lots of 
different animals. 

Being a vet is hard work. 
Sometimes, they have to work 
overnight or on weekends. 



Which Animals Might Visit the Vet?

All of these!

farm animals

wild animals

working animals

pets

zoo animals



Where Does a Vet Work?

Most vets work in a special 
building called a vet’s surgery. 
This is where people will bring 
their animals to see the vet.

Sometimes, a vet will visit 
other places to see an animal. 
This is usually if the animal is 
too big or too poorly to go to 
the vet’s surgery.

These places can include farms, 
zoos, parks or people’s homes.

“CDFW wildlife veterinarian examines a bear cub.” by [CaliforniaDFW] are licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/californiadfg/23251350029/sizes/l
https://www.flickr.com/photos/californiadfg/23251350029/sizes/l
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/


Would You Like 
to Be a Vet?




